How predators find food hot spots in ocean “deserts”

WHOI study suggests relationship between predator foraging and eddies in the Pacific Subtropical Gyre

Ocean Encounters returns with Heatwaves
Experts discuss why heatwaves are on the rise—both on land and at sea. Wed. Sept. 21, 7:30 p.m. EDT

How historic hurricanes can help predict storm intensity
Research into past hurricanes could help predict the strength of future storms to inform coastal planning

A look back at Alvin’s science verification cruise
A team looks back at the deep dives that put the sub through its paces in the Caribbean this summer

One last hurrah for those hot summer days!
Our coral “not on our watch” t-shirt is now available as a women’s tank top. All proceeds go to science!

ECO MAGAZINE
Marine Protected Areas in Antarctica Should Include Young Emperor Penguins, Scientists Say

BOSTON 25 NEWS
Woods Hole scientists look to ocean for aid in climate crisis battle

OCEAN NEWS & TECHNOLOGY
Human-Occupied Vehicle Alvin Successfully Completes Science Verification